
 

 

Press statement - Norrie 

I am Norrie. At the beginning of this year my doctors determined that they could not pin-
point my sex and that my sex was indeterminate. I was registered as a boy at birth and 
underwent sex reassignment medical procedures to live at a woman many years ago but that 
did not work out for me. I have lived as a person without sex and gender identity for nearly 
20 years now publicly, which is the identity that truly reflects me. I cannot honestly answer to 
being a man or a woman but can with truth and ease represent me as being person without sex 
and gender identity. 

I applied to the NSW Births Deaths and Marriages a month ago to have my documents 
changed to reflect my status as ‘Sex Not Specified’. This was granted and I was sent a details 
certificate that identified me as ‘Sex Not specified’. I was elated that at long last I could 
legally and honestly represent myself to the world as the person I truly am. This was the first 
such certificate issued anywhere in the world for someone like me.  

As most people seem to know the story went global and appeared in the media in all corners 
of the world. During that time the world did not end, the sky did not fall down and no one 
was harmed by me receiving my official identity as ‘Sex no Specified’.  

On Tuesday of this week I received a telephone call from the Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Registry of NSW and was told that because of pressure from the attorney General’s Office 
NSW they would be trying to cancel my certificate. 

I am devastated by the news. It is a hideously humiliating position to find myself in and 
makes a mockery of my human rights that I feel have been completely violated by the 
Attorney General’s Office. Yesterday I received a letter confirming the move they are trying 
to take which I have no doubt is politically motivated. 

I am here today at the Offices of the Australian Human Rights Commission to lodge a 
complaint against the NSW Attorney General’s Office for sex discrimination under the 1984 
Sex Discrimination Act. I am being discriminated against because my sex is not the same as 
the average male or female but I am still a human being and entitled to protection under the 
law. 

My complaint also cites breaches of Articles 1 and 2 of the United Nation’s Charter of human 
Rights of which Australia is a signatory. My right to socially differentiate myself is being 
interfered with by the state. Also I am being harassed by the Rudd Government because of 
my sex. I will continue to fight for my right through the courts to identify myself in society as 
the person I truly am ‘Sex Not specified’ 

Questions 

 

 

 



 

 

Statement for SAGE 

Dr Tracie O’Keefe DCH Sexologist 

SAGE is a political advocacy group supporting and fighting for the rights of sex and/or 
gender diverse people which includes people who are intersex, transexed, transsexual, 
transgendered, androgynous, without sex and gender identity like Norrie, and people who 
show atypical sex and/or gender social behavior. 

Norrie’s case is a cruel, viciously and politically motivated attack on their identity by the 
Attorney General to woo right-wing voters in a year when the Rudd Government proposes to 
fight an election. The actions of the Attorney General show no humanity or human 
understanding of Norrie’s special situation and lacks all human kindness. It is also 
questionable whether the government can indeed attempt to change a person’s sex status 
without their legal permission and Norrie does not give that permission for them to attempt to 
cancel Norrie’s legally established identity as 'Sex Not Specified'. 

It is no good Mr Rudd standing on the world stage apologizing to minority groups for the 
way the Australian government has treated them in the past if it continues to debase the 
human rights of people such as Norrie. There needs to be an inquiry into what has happened 
and the Attorney General needs to be held publicly accountable for his actions. 

In 2009 the Australian Human Rights Commission released its report on the legal 
disadvantages of sex and/or gender diverse people in Australian society – The Sex Files – and  
made recommendations for changes in government policy and laws. The government has 
done very little to implement these changes and still sex and/or gender diverse people are 
often stuck in a legal disadvantaged situation that would not apply to any other sector of 
society. 

In the report the AHRC recommended that people like Norrie be allowed to have identities 
that do not specify their sex/or gender. However it seems the Attorney General has dismissed 
these recommendations and human rights are way down his list of priorities, far below 
appeasing right-wing Labor party supporters. This is a scandalous abuse of power.  

We at SAGE will continue to support Norrie in their fight to have their identity legally 
recognized as ‘Sex Not Specified’ through the courts. The Australians have a motto ‘fair Go’ 
which means everyone should get an opportunity to make their own life.  

Norrie deserves a ‘fair go’ too. 

Questions 


